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Meter, Line Length, and Scansion

Meter (or metre) refers to the regular patterns of rhythm that are found in all language, whether
spoken, written, or thought. hr English, unlike some other languages (French, for example), there
is a notable difference of stress between different syllables; in a word such as "pre-sent," shifting
the stress from the first syllable to the second changes the word from a noun ("prfsent") to a verb
"presdnt"). (Similar effects can be observed with such words as "entrance" and "appropriate.")
Scansion is the analysis of meter, and it depends on both meaning and sentence structure. For
instance, in Lewis Carroll's "'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves / Did gyre and gimble in the
wabe ..." it is your sense of sentence structure that enables you to identify parts of speech, to
know how to pronounce the words, and to determine the rhythm and meter of the lines.

In prose, scansion depends largely on meaning and sentence structure, although
sometimes a word or syllable that is not normally stressed will be stressed for emphasis, as in
"To get this degree you have to know French *d tutir, !frd G"r^unfia Sp*irh." Prose meter is
highly irregular; indeed, regularity is often thought to detract from the effect of prose and is
usually used only for special effects such as humour and climactic intensity (think of the final
paragraph of James Joyce's "The Dead").

ln poetry, the meter is determined by scanning a line or a number of lines in order to
discover the basic pattern formed by the stresses - that is, the type and number of feet per line.
Once the base meter has been determined, r'ariants can'oe identified and their purposes
ascertained. There are more than thirty kinds of metrical units or feet in English, but the six most
common are:

(Note: u indicates a weak or unstressed syllable, and

/ indicates a strong stress.)

u/ iamb (adjective: iambic)
/ u trochee (trochaic)

v qry' anapest (anapestic)
/-, dactyl (dactylic)

d / spondec (spondaic)
traapyrrhic (pyrrhic)



All of these feet (with the exception of the pyrrhic are illustrated in the following poem by
Coleridge:

Trochee trips from long to short.

From long to long in solemn sort

Slow Spondee stalks; strong foot! yet ill able

Ever to come up with Dactyl trisyllable.

Iambics march from short to long.

With a leap and a bound the swift Anapests throng.

When a line is divided into metrical units, or feet, the fblltlwing ternis are uscd to indicate the

number of feet to a line:

monometer - one (unusual)
dimeter - two
trimeter - three
tetrameter - four
pentameter - five
hexameter - six
heptameter - seven
octameter - eight (unusual)

(Lines of six feet are also called Alexandrines.)

Thrrs, aiineconiai-mng four trochees (sueLr as Shairespeare's "Dd,bf", Cof,UY., tdif-.HA tr#gYe")
is trochaic tetrameler, a line containing five iambs (such as Tennyson's "ThBwdods dfcfy, ttse

rvofa, d€cf,y unt fdl";'is iambic pentameter, and so on.

For fuither discussion and illustrations of meter, consult the entries under various tlpes of
feet in a dictionary of literary terms. The entries under such headings as accent, alliterative
verse, foot, free verse, quantitative verse, scansion, sprung rhythm, substitution, prose
poetry, and prosody will also prove illuminating and useful.


